

















(1) a. war~／ cold colors (2) a.暖色／寒色










(3) a. *a lighted coldness 
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(14) a. His story {sounds/smells} very fishy to me. 
(LDCE; s.v. fishy, adj. 2.) 
b. His conduct savors somewhat of hypocrisy. 
( CIDE, s.v. savor, v.) 







接近可能性の決定要因 触覚 味覚 嘆覚 視覚 聴覚
直接接触有り（6a) ＼／ v' 下
特別な知覚器官無し（6b) ＼／ 







































側 a.a sweet sound 










(2) a. ・a loud sound 
b. ?a loud color 
c. ??a loud smell 
d. ??a loud taste 





























側 a. [a] hard sound （堅いものを叩いたときの音） （小森 1992:62)
b. [a] salty smell （浜辺での潮風のにおい）14) 



















側 a.a hot dish （「熱さ」か「辛さ」か）





























































































































Phillips、Lord Alfred Douglas、Arthur Symons、Longfellow、
L巴contede Lisle、TheophileGautier。













9) 嘆覚のフ。ロトタイプ的な特性としてlbarretxe-Antufiano (1999: 37）はこ
の他に＜internal＞、＜voluntaryyes/no＞、＜detection＞を挙げている。















Synaesthesia involves the mapping one sensory domain on to 
another.. .It is doubtful whether attributes of these different domains 
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Is the Synaesthetic Metaphor Actually a Metaphorical Transfer?. 
恥1iyagiSADAMITSU 
The synaesthetic metaphor has been studied in terms・ of being 
a metaphorical transfer from one sensory modality to another, with 
particular attention paid to its directionality. This paper, however, 
points out, from a cognitive linguistic perspective, that it is not 
strictly correct to treat rhetorical expressions as metaphorical trans-
fers. 
In order to explain the directionality of these ‘transfers’better, 
Sadamitsu (2000) modified Shen’s (1997) Accessibility Hierarchy by 
adding a third factor, identifiability of the stimulus source, and 
pointed out that two more conditions should be taken into considera-
tion: metonymic recognition of the co-occurrence of various sensa-
tions and schematization of the meaning of sense adjectives. 
A close look at these two matters reveals that we employ al 
our senses not separately but collectively, and they cohere in unity 
when we perceive an object, even when we depict it with a synaesth-
etic metaphor. In other words, where no metaphoric transfers occur 
between sensory concepts, this Gestalt cognition allows us to gener-
ate the figurative language. Metaphorical transfers take place 
between schematic sensory concept patters which are topologically 
similar. 
キーワード：原感覚共感覚メトニミースキーマ的意味ゲシュタル
ト知覚
